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DISCLAIMER
This magazine contains entries of an adult nature
and has a gay theme. If you are not an adult (18
YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER) or if the laws in
your country prohibit the viewing of adult or gay
orientated material, or if you are offended by any
matter concerning or pertaining to the gay lifestyle,
then please don’t read you can search for something more suited to your liking.
Furthermore....
I make NO claims as to the sexual orientation of
any person pictured in this magazine, nor do I
claim ownership of all the pictures posted in this
magazine. If any pics posted here contravene any
copyright laws or regulations then please notify me
and I will remove them immediately upon proof of
ownership or copyright infringement.
Concerning my lifestyle and preferences....
You have the right to remain silent. Should you
choose to give up that right then anything that you
say may be totally ignored.
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Edit
ors Note
What am I doing?

I have often though what the hell am I doing … Most times I’m dancing at a party like
a mad man hand having the ridicule or approval of my peers. Again in this case I know
exactly what I’m doing. I’m effecting change.
If one man can think to himself that by doing something different someone else can
learn to do it better. I have don’t what I wanted to do. If someone can read this and smile
and say hey that’s me. I have done what I set out to do. If you are reading this now and
continue to read on… I have done what I set out to do. I must thank my contributors.
Their talent and time even in the face or their own personal issues at times I’m so much
appreciated. I love you all.
I look forward to the next issue and this growing and getting better.
Love
GayInBarbados
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PRESENT
A BEAR AND

BOXER PARTY

AT BETTY WEST BAND
HOUSE NEXT TO CLUB XTREME
ADM 20 DOLLARS
WITH LIVE DJ MUSIC
STARTING TIME 10PM
SHARP
MISS THIS AND CRY YOURSELF
2 SLEEP

2getherness presents
models and bottles,
this night will be
nuttin but glits and
glamour,so i hope
u are ready to party
2gtherness style on
may 1st,$50 dollars
drink free.
venue to be announced
soon stay tune for more
info
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few glasses of wine at Paul’s luxurious apartment.
It doesn’t take long for Jon to realize that he is
being seduced. Under intense inﬂuence, he gives
in to temptation and has a great time. Left feeling
insecure about his own identity, he must come to
terms with the fact that he can be attracted to both
men and women. Meanwhile, Jon’s friend Maddy
(Rachel Castillo), a bisexual artist in a committed
lesbian relationship, begins a ﬂirtation with Aaron
(Pete Scherer), the scruffy male hipster next
door -- putting her relationship with Anna (Emilia
Richeson) in jeopardy.
The cast of largely unknown actors delivers
refreshingly natural performances (especially
Rosen and Castillo). Rosen handles his subject
matter with intelligence and sensitivity while
developing the frequently debated argument that
most people fall somewhere toward the middle of
the Kinsey scale. The Art of Being Straight is a
must see for anyone who has ever felt that the
lines of sexual attraction are not so black and
white.
-- Robert O’Neil

MOVIES:
The Art Of Being
STRAIGHT.
Adorable newcomer Jesse Rosen writes, produces,
directs and stars in this sexy and thought-provoking
comedic drama about a previously “straight”
twenty-something guy who tests the waters with
another man.
Review
The predominately heterosexual Jon (Rosen),
bored with New York City, moves to Los Angeles
to stay with his best friend, Andy (Jared Grey), and
a collection of fratboy stragglers. His sexuality is
ﬁrst called into question when he interviews for a
position at an advertising ﬁrm. When Paul (Johnny
Ray), a hunky executive, takes a special interest
in Jon’s abilities, he scores a lunch date and a
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Gay Marriage:
I want to get married some
day which I know will happen.
Unfortunately I have to do this in a
foreign country that will allow me
too. Currently there are ﬁve (5)
countries that legally allow gay
marriage Canada (soon to be my
home), Belgium, Holland, South
Africa, and Spain and legally in
Massachusetts and Connecticut
USA as well as Mexico City and
Buenos Aires, Argentina and
several cities in South America
and soon Portugal.
In my opinion, this is a basic right
that I have as a human being and
a citizen of a country. Removing
the religious aspect of this right,
being married allows me to visit
my partner in the hospital, have
joint insurance, tax incentives
Image
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and just the feeling like you are
equal to everyone else and not
sharing an apartment, a house
or as Bajans would say “playing
house”.
In keeping on the economic side
of this “right”, gay marriage will
beneﬁt the economy of a country
like none other. From housing,
taxes, to even retail shopping,
planning of a wedding the
economy will beneﬁt. Marriage
should not just between a man
and a woman because remember
the bible was written or I should
say rewritten by man so be very
skeptical of the writings of the
bible. We should always question
anything written by man or done
by man because eventually man
will manipulate the soul of the
writings to beneﬁt himself. GB
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THE COUNTESSA…
Advice to get by in Gay Barbados
Hey ya’ll. How wunna doing? I good… I hope
you the same way… if not I sorry but don’t dwell…
Living in this country is a difﬁcult right now. It
is even more stressing if you are Gay, Bi, or
Transgender, ain’t it?
Well that said I was by a popular bar on that new
Boardwalk up there in Christ Church, talking
with some friends and I come to the realization
that though some of us are able to deal with the
challenges that this life throws at us, there are
others who are having a “bit” of drama (and wunna
know I using bit loosely).

and lover (which is a task in itself), logistically it
can just be a disaster. No need to go into the dirty
details (I’ll save that for later), but it’s not as easy
as the birds and the bees taught us when we were
young.
Then there is the I KNOW what a boy wants thing…
Alright, for those of you reading this that took the
step across? Men, remember that girl you were
with that was REALLY good in bed? And ladies,
remember that guy you dated who knew how to hit
the right spot? Consider it a perk of enjoying the
same sex, because I can honestly say that I know
what a boy wants.

Why? Newsﬂash readers, I am one! I know what
I want, therefore, I know what a boy wants. The
sex is still pretty awesome since it’s near perfect
I’m Gay... (who knew...) Could you tell me What every time. Of course we’ll still ﬁnd our partners
it’s really like to be a boy who likes boys? While who are inexperienced and don’t even know what
gay life on TV seems like a bunch of rainbows and to do with themselves, but we all know sex is like
butterﬂies, I can assure you this is often times far pizza: If it’s good, it’s REALLY good; if it’s bad, it’s
from the truth - Especially in this WONDERFUL still pretty damn good.
place call BIM. The reality of what it’s really like
to be attracted to the same gender (limp wrists Dating; the “pool” is actually the size of a small
and lisps optional) is sometimes a reality shock puddle. You just have to remember that. Okay, so
for many…
lets say that half of the city comprises men, and the
second half comprise women and your odds aren’t
too shabby, right? Try again; imagine that of the men
available only about a ﬁfth of them are interested
in other men (and this is being extremely liberal
Jokes…
this being Barbados after all). That being said, the
dating pool is ridiculously small; considered to be
Dating the same sex is a lot harder than it seems. more like the size of a small puddle. No matter
To the heteros of the world: consider yourself the size of the city, chances are you more than
lucky. Dating the same sex can be exhausting. likely know just about everyone in the pool, and
You have your guy friends (or your lady friends if chances are you (or an ex, or an ex of an ex) have
you’re female), and then you have the opposite slept together. After all, you can’t swing a dick
sex, which you’re always trying to pursue. Seems anywhere without running into someone whose
pretty easy, right?
slept with someone you know.
Many seem to thing that dating, for example is
easy…

Imagine having your boyfriends, while also having
A boyfriend? Not only does this make the dating
game extremely difﬁcult, but loving the same sex
leaves you subjected to a single gender leaving
the opposite virtually hanging out to dry. Yes of
course many of us can tolerate the opposite sex,
but sometimes they just do not understand.

If we’re seriously interested in meeting someone,
chances are we can’t wander in hopes of ﬁnding
our next love. Instead we’re typically conﬁned to
the gayborhood hitting up the same places each
weekend. Now I may be borderline stereotypical,
but the odds of me ﬁnding my soul mate in Ballard
is truly slim to none.

Aside from the emotional distinction between friend Before I go on… I gotta ask this… wha is it wid
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people that seem to think we is the worse thing
since WMD… for those uh wunna that don’t
know what that mean… it is Weapons of Mass
Destruction. The truth is apart from a few ﬂamers
and DQs (drama queens) We are harmless. Truly
harmless. We wont hurt a ﬂy (lol some of us even
can’t), in fact, we’ve primarily ﬁgured one thing
out: we’re here to enjoy life.

remember the vast majority of us are NOT like that.

Men – don’t be afraid, we’re not going to try and
get you in bed. If anything, we’re probably judging
you and thinking about how ill ﬁtted your jeans are.
Don’t think that we have nothing in common either,
because life is more to us than Beyonce, Lady
Gaga and Alison Hinds… Britney and Madonna
(though you must understand their importance).
Like you, most of us can chat with you about one
of the following: cars, music, movies, sports.

Finally on the party scene let me say that we know
how to get down. Face it people, homos know
how to have a good time. We know about all the
hotspots and what’s going on any given night. We
have a knack for ﬁnding stiff drinks and beautiful
eye-candy (gay, straight, you name it).

Despite the popular belief, being gay is not a matter
of choice. I didn’t make this choice“. None of us
did. As much as I love having virtually no rights,
facing ridicule and persecution nearly anywhere I
go, this really wasn’t a decision made just to cause
a stir. STUDY IT!

If you’re ever feeling down or just need to let loose
latch on to your favorite gay. Take it from me, they’ll
make sure you have an incredibly memorable night
Ladies – there is no need to be intimidated by our (if you don’t black out), of tasteful and harmless
beauty. In fact, if you let us take you under our fun.
wings, you too could look just as beautiful as us.
But seriously, if we start taking a fancy to you it’s All that said… that is my advice, my thoughts
because we think you’re ﬁerce (and hope you’re … you can take it, you can dismiss it… your
looking for a personal stylist on the side). And yes,
you will have to understand that the closer we choice. What ever you do remember that the
get, the more important we become in your life…
sometimes even more so than your own husband.
We’ve got style, we’ve got class, and we’re here
to have a good time. Why WOULDN’T you want to
befriend one of us?! STUPSE.

Countessa is out …
for now R.G.

We don’t all sashay down the street with our
rainbow ﬂag.
Just because we’re gay doesn’t mean we sashay
down the street everyday, screaming “We’re here,
we’re queer,” nor run around with a rainbow ﬂag.
Yes, being gay is a part of our life, but that doesn’t
mean we have to advertise it on a bus ad. You’d
actually be surprised by the amount of same sex
individuals in your life who you would’ve never
expected.
Many of us are just like you: businessmen (and
women), avid sports fans, recreational drinkers,
you name it. Though some of us may have style
and culture, we are just like you. So the next
time you see a guy traipsing down the street in
booty shorts and a midriff exposing tank top, just
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Gay and Christian:
Being Gay is not the end of your life
as many may think. Being Christian or
religious doesn’t mean that can’t enjoy
life’s pleasures as so many may think.
Being Gay and Christian doesn’t mean that
your life is non-existent that you can’t have
both. Because you can and whoever said
that you can’t doesn’t know what God has
plan.
As we know, the Bible was written by
man. What I should say, is manipulated by
man. Mankind from the beginning of time
has been manipulating or altering life to ﬁt
him. According to the Bible there are a lot
of quotes stating that mankind should not
lay with man as he does with a woman. Or
this famous quote that homosexuality is
an abomination (Leviticus). However, the
bible also writes that mankind should not
eat shrimp, covet thy neighbor’s wife or his
ass.
Isn’t it amazing that on one hand, the Bible
say homosexuality is wrong but verses
below those same quotes seems to say it’s
ok to be homosexual because God loves
you despite of it all. However, man has
shied away from these obvious parts of
the bible because it would be contradicting
everything they have said and known to be.
If you are gay or questioning, no matter
what, you are a product of God’s wondrous
works.
He didn’t make any mistakes and don’t ever
think you are one. Being gay is a gift from
God and we should always celebrate that
gift and never feel like an outsider. Being
Gay and Christian is extra special because

you as a human being have a special
connect with God and Christ. So yes, you
can be Gay and Christian so be happy and
enjoy the wondrous things that God has in
store for you and the rest of us.
GB

Isn’t it amazing that on
one hand, the Bible say
homosexuality is wrong
but verses below those
same quotes seems
to say it’s ok to be
homosexual because
God loves you despite
of it all.
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Oh
My
God!

BuckleBack
Chronicles
By David L Romar
Oh my god!
It has been a long time hasn’t it? I mean since
I actually sat down and started to write or rather
continue on this saga I am calling my chronicles.
Since then Crop Over has come and gone and
I have only 45 percent gotten over my addiction
to pork lime and BRC. You might say I was a
socaholic and more power to you if you choose
to believe that. I was more into what I could see
and believe me there was a lot to see, sample and
throw back.
But seriously y’all how was it for you? Fun? Did it
live it? Sorry if it didn’t.
Let’s chat seriously now though. About some of
the things I saw this past Crop Over. And coming
what, almost two months now, I think it is most
timely.
I want to introduce you to someone called Alvin.
He is six foot three, plays basketball for one of the
top central divisional team and I met him when
BRC had their 24 hour fete at the “Base”. For all
of you out there who out know about the Gaydar –
I bow before thee. For those of you now learning
about it… You will be astounded by its power.
What is it you might ask? It is the best thing to
happen to Gay/Bi person on the face of this earth.
It is you way of knowing who is gay or who isn’t.
Something like women’s intuition but better.
Gaydar though is best deﬁned as the name might
suggest is gay radar. It refers to someone’s ability
to assess someone else’s sexual orientation
as gay bisexual or straight. It usually relies on
relies on usually non verbal sensory information
and intuition. These include the sensitivity to
social behaviours and mannerisms; for instance
acknowledging ﬂamboyant mannerism, overtly
rejecting traditional gender roles, a person’s
occupation and grooming habits.
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If you are a guy and you have this power use it.
It helps you tremendously especially of you are
trying to score a lovely crumpet or English mufﬁn
or a nice angus steake with ALL the trimmings.
But enough of that lesson for now this is not gay
101.
Anyhow, back to Alvin. This chocolate brown
marvel of a man that I saw that night was a trip.
Hitting on every woman that pass and bashing
every effeminate man that he saw. He cussed at
every masculine woman that he saw that wouldn’t
give him the time of day.
But you know when there is something nagging
you all the time and you can’t
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I got a tongue lashing from him (not the desirous
kind either) when I barely asked him to chill,
relax. I heard about how I supporting nastiness,
how I is more “buller” and how I gun dead nasty.
Babylon bun fyah pun you – I think was the correct
expression that he used.
Now in my short time writing this column, I hope
that you have become a bit closer to me and who
I am and what I stand for. I hope too that you will
understand why I am the way I am. If you are a bit
unsure – ﬁne let me lay it out clearly – Pellucidly
for those politicians and scholars who among us
want to be like that. I like dick. I also like cunt.
I make no excuses, qualms what so ever about
it. Just that I like beef more than I like ﬁsh sorry
ladies.
This Alvin character was bothering me and with his
behavior all night and quite frankly I was tempted
to knock that fucker into tarnation but there was
this itchy feeling at the back of my mind about him.
I should have followed my Mable Madea Simmons
instinct. Would you believe that later that night the
same Alvin was at a party I was at in St. Peter,
that bugger was the bottom for the largest ﬂaming
queen I have ever seen. And would you believe
they had the gall to tell me that he was sorry, he
didn’t know and a whole bunch uh shite?
I am telling you all this to get to a crucial point and
what I will call my “lesson for today”.
You might be gay or bi, living life on the down
low, WHATEVER. In this community, there is one
thing that we have amongst MOST of us. That is
respect. Respect for others (I hope) but most of
all respect for self. Too often we spend our time
bashing and crying down others and also just plain
being ridiculous. Who are you to judge?

Too gay...The orgasm’s a trap, but
masturbation is bliss - BOY CULTURE

You know, being gay is more than...
listening to good music and eating low-fat
foods. Kyle - Eating out the movie
Marc: When hes around, my heart beats
like a trailer park husband.
Gwen: That is so gay. And I mean all three
deﬁnitions.
The fastest way to a girl’s heart is through
her gay best friend. – eating out 1
Your church doesn’t like alcohol or
homosexuals. Hmm... Well, I’m deﬁnitely
not joining. Can’t imagine heaven without
both. – latter days
I thought I’d rather die than be gay. I got
a pretty good idea of what dying felt like.
But lying there in the arms of that man, I
thought if this is what being gay feels like...
bring it on. – latter days
I will ﬁnd a substitute for sex. Sex Lite.
Sex Helper. I Can’t Believe It’s Not Sex!
– Jeffery
Your lips are turning blue. You look like
you’ve been rimming a snowman. Boys
in the band

That’s just my ﬁve cents. Hope you all have a
great weekend.

I’m out ..... or am

- 11 -
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Hooking up

Email him and call him to check that he gave you
his real email and phone number and get to know
him more. Never give out any ﬁnancial information,
your social security number or things like your
passport number, bank account numbers.

- General Safety Tips:

* Mix your own drinks/Don’t leave drinks
unattended. Getting you drunk or giving you
knockout drops is an easy way to cloud your
* Be cautious about revealing information
judgment.
that could identify you. For example, if you give
someone your listed phone number, they can get
* Find out who your date is. Ask for your date’s your real name and street address.
ﬁrst name, where they work and live, what they
like and do not like. Ask around if anyone knows
* Remember that when you meet someone
the person.
you’ve chatted with online, you’re really meeting
them for the ﬁrst time. When you’re online you
* Introduce your date to others. Introduce your don’thave non-verbal cues such as voice inﬂection
date to your friends or the bartender. Tell a friend or body language to guide your judgement of their
where you are going. Make sure your date knows honesty or intentions.
you spread the word about them.
* For your ﬁrst meeting, pick a place that’s public
* Protect your valuables. Do not carry extra and neutral. If you’re traveling to visit them in their
cash. If you bring someone home, do not leave town or neighborhood, you should pick a place
your wallet, cash or valuables in sight. Your you’re comfortable with when you arrive. Take a
possessions and the person you brought home cell phone with you and let others know where you
could all be gone while you are in the shower or are going.
sleeping.
* Ask about his health status. Find out his HIV
and STD status so that you can act appropriately.
We strongly recommend that you use protection.
Whether you choose to use protection or not is up
to you but at least know what your are getting into.
Also remember that not everyone is honest and
some will not tell you their real status. Review our
Health Resource page.
Online Safety Tips:
* Protect your security. Never give anyone
your password no matter why they say they need
it or who they say they are. If someone asks
you for your password, report them here. If you
think someone knows your password, change it.
For more security you may also want to change
your account email address password where the
system sends you login info.
* Protect your privacy. If you want to give
someone your real name, e-mail address, phone
number, etc you should get to know him a little and
also ask him to provide you with the same info.
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Music:
Ricky Martin Gay Bombshell: ‘I am a Fortunate
Homosexual Man’

Why is Ricky Martin coming out now? He admits
he never talked about his sexuality because
people advised him not to. “Many people told
me: ‘Ricky it’s not important,’ ‘it’s not worth it,’ ‘all
the years you’ve worked and everything you’ve
built will collapse,’ ‘many people in the world are
not ready to accept your truth, your reality, your
nature.’ Because all this advice came from people
who I love dearly, I decided to move on with my life
not sharing with the world my entire truth. Allowing
myself to be seduced by fear and insecurity
became a self-fulﬁlling prophecy of sabotage.
Today I take full responsibility for my decisions
and my actions,” he adds.
Earlier this month, Barbara Walters revealed she
regretted trying to force Martin to open up about
his sexuality in a 2000 interview, saying that her
questioning may have ended his career. “In 2000,
I pushed Ricky Martin very hard to admit if he
was gay or not, and the way he refused to do it
made everyone decide that he was,” she told The
Toronto Star. “A lot of people say that destroyed
his career, and when I think back on it now, I feel it
was an inappropriate question.”

After years of ﬁghting off rumors about his sexuality,
Latin singer Ricky Martin has ﬁnally just posted the
following message on his ofﬁcial Web site, coming
out and telling the world he is gay.
“Today is my day, this is my time, and this is my
moment. These years in silence and reﬂection
made me stronger and reminded me that
acceptance has to come from within and that
this kind of truth gives me the power to conquer
emotions I didn’t even know existed ... I am proud
to say that I am a fortunate homosexual man. I am
very blessed to be who I am,” he wrote.
“What will happen from now on? It doesn’t matter.
I can only focus on what’s happening to me in this
moment. The word ‘happiness’ takes on a new
meaning for me as of today. It has been a very
intense process. Every word that I write in this
letter is born out of love, acceptance, detachment
and real contentment. Writing this is a solid step
towards my inner peace and vital part of my
evolution,” Marin continues.

During the interview, Walters tells him, “You know,
you could stop these rumors. You could say, as
many artists have, ‘Yes I am gay,’ or you could
say, ‘No I’m not,’ or you could leave it, as you are,
ambiguous. I don’t want to put you on the spot, but
it’s in your power to do it.”

Ricky Martin Gay
Bombshell: ‘I am a
Fortunate Homosexual
Man’
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THE LIPSTICK GAME

Now there are 209 million face book users
worldwide, and counting, that number alone, is
XOXO B#$@%
quite a chunk of the earth’s population, that large a
number signiﬁes a change in human history that I
It’s all about the xoxo, or the OMFG, or maybe don’t think has ever been so far reaching ,so many
it’s the LMFAO, yes we’ve all been victims to the people to want to do the same thing, which is: get
infamous LOL breakdown of the English language a face book account, why? Why did you do it?
and its moral decay. Watch how our generation
has fallen from grace to txt HELL!.
Why did the guy in his 40’s drinking beer get it?
Today hardly anyone that knows what a website
is, is taking the time to read, far more write, which
has given birth to a new generation of thinkers and
doers who just want to make everything shorter,
quicker and easier to understand ,see its all about
breaking it down.
Ill show you how….
Example: OLD GENERATION VERSION 2001:
you are cordially invited to a birthday gathering for
Shawn white, on the 23rd of March at the royal
pavilion for 5 pm, guest are asked to bring a wine
as a token of appreciation for the birthday boy.!

Why did the mom who wants to feel like she
understands her kids get it? ,and it’s the same
reason the business guy on wall street has one,
people need to feel connected ,whether its to
someone they can see or not that interaction
serves a s a platform for so many things to so
many people,
Think of the young aspiring model who post her
pics online in hopes of getting “noticed” or the
garage band that keeps posting videos on you
tube trying to get a A and R guy from a label to
notice them .Fact is technology gives people hope
in situations where other wise it wouldn’t exist.

NEW GENERATION 2010: U R NVITD TO A B So when doest it get to much ,when thing s like
DAY PRTY FOR Shawn white 23 march @ Royal people disappearing after meeting some creep
PAVLLN@ 5PM.B.Y.O.B!!
online with out even bringing a friend along, just
because he told you to or, “you were cute on face
The change is monumental!, how we have book”, now that’s when it has gotten to a point
managed to make it so less wordy but still carrying where the authorities have to come in to play,
the weight of the message all the same. Effective pedophiles ,
you say, or is it defeating the purpose of language
and what it stands for.?
These are the technology users that sicken me
Now this isn’t texting for dummies, this is merely a
reference guide to spot what difference technology
has brought about, and more so how it has affected
our state of mind as a people are we becoming
robots?
FACEBOOK,oh facebook, now me of all people
should be talking, but I have to say that I love
updating my status on face book,it make s me feel
like im letting my little world in on what’s going on
with me ,and in turn they do the same ,so you can
see where the afﬁrmation comes from thus making
it more habitual.
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the most, praying on low self esteem teens and
lonely boys who cant handle their hormones, as
with all great things even technology falls short of
becoming fully slime proof. We have yet to create
a safe place for teens and unsuspecting young
ones to learn and txt and be free of persecution
from sickos like somedumbperv @ hotmail.com.
Enough about pedophiles lets get to the good stuff
SEX TXTNG anyone?
A new version of txting is hitting it big with the fan
boys of the internet ,a testament to this can be.
S.G.
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Personal Grooming
Masturbation, Not Just A Solo Sport
“I took a month break and now I am ﬁnally back to bring you
the goodness that is sexuality on Warm And Tasty Blog as
well as M.A.L.E. blog”
-Noble P
Not every relationship is a sexual one. Even in sexual
relationships that can most certainly involve no penetration
what so ever. Masturbation has often been perceived as an
individual solo type project.
But everything is better in pairs. Which means none other
than mutual masturbation. It is one of the great ways to
sharing an intimate moment and on top of that deep dark
sexual secrets! I will say that I was never a fan of mutual
masturbation until it was done with the right person; and
OH LORD JESUS ITS FANTASTIC! So here are some little
tricks to add to your bag of tricks when you aren’t feeling like
being poked or poking someone for the night.
Being Comfortable
Before you can show out in front of someone else you have
to be content with yourself. Know what things you like, so
you can share them with your partner and they can give
you a hand. While exploring what is good for you, leave no
stone unturned...TRY IT ALL no matter how crazy it sounds.
Because you just may like it and on top of that your partner
may just even LOVE it.
Timing And Talking About It
With everything you cannot just jump into a situation. Do
not just spring the idea on your partner while you are at
Walmart....Unless they like that kind of kinky thing. Talking
dirty is a form of foreplay and can just get your partner in the
mood for anything. If your partner says no off the bat don’t
worry about it I am sure they will come around. If you two are
engaging in penetrative sex anyhow then it shouldn’t be a
problem simply because its incorporated in foreplay.
Taking Turns/Masturbating Together/Each Other
Share the wealth! This is your time to learn what turns both
of you on, a time for you to express to your partner what you
want them to do for you and vice verse. Mutual masturbation
could be a mutual thing or a me doing you thing or a you
doing me....Experiment! Some people make a game out of
mutual masturbation and try to ﬁnish each other off at the
same time. Or hey you can see who ﬁnishes ﬁrst or who can
hold out the longest. If you were a little embarrassed or shy
you can come in at the end and surprise your partner!

Eye Contact
Once you two are both into the groove eye contact can be
the ultimate turn on. When in the act of sex your eyes can
tell a lot. This can also go hand and hand with talking about
those fantasies the both of you have.
Mock Sex
So what you two may just be masturbating together it
doesn’t mean that they cant tease you in a faux doggy style
or faux spork or even a faux Screaming Pelican. Mocking
these positions will enhance your sexual response from
masturbation and even bring about fantasies and scenarios.
Sex Toys
Although you aren’t entering your partner and they aren’t
physically entering you.....they can assist in a sex toy having
the pleasure of doing so. Sex toys are an easy reminder that
sex shouldn’t be so militant and serious. Its a chance to let
loose and have fun. If bold enough show them how you like
to use the toy so they can use it on you.
Don’t be afraid to bring up mutual masturbation it is just
another form of foreplay.
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